Brian Runnals | Founder & President | brunnals@recuroutdoors.com
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What is Recur Outdoors?
We build digitally-native vertical brands (DNVB) in the outdoor industry. All of our brands focus on recurring
revenue models to fuel our growth and deliver convenience and un-matched value to our customers. We
started Postfly, a fly fishing product subscription service, in 2013, and have Generated $3.3MM in sales FROM
25,000 customers in every corner of the US and around the world.
For comparison’s sake: We are doing for fishing what The Honest Co. has done for diapers & baby butt cream,
Harry’s has done for razors, and so on.
Our core customers: are young, tech-savvy (ie millennial) consumers drawn to the outdoor lifestyle.
Our products: are high quality, high margin AND/OR high-consumption products, enabling us to create the one
of the largest followings and fastest growing brands in the sport.
Our mission: is to be the easiest way for anglers to get what they need to be successful on the water.

We believe we can accomplish this is several segments in the $45B+ recreational fishing market.
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Why Fly Fishing?
The products we sell are highly consumable and need to be replenished often. Think razors.
•
•
•

•

It’s underserved (especially online)
It’s a small (just under $1B) segment of the $48B recreational fishing market, which made it
an easy entry point
fly shops are geographically sparse, inconvenient, and intimidating.
• existing online fly shops are on outdated TECH and un-inviting to A young, tech-savvy
angler.
We’re making the sport accessible to a younger generation of consumers that buy and
interact online.

We’ve generated $3.3MM in sales and have a UNIQUE strategy to BE a leader in the fly fishing
market, AND expand into the much larger $48B CONVENTIONAL fishing industry within the next
12 months.
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Investment History
RevUp (formerly Betaspring) |
April 2016

$75K

We were accepted into RevUp’s intensive
marketing accelerator which came with a $75K
debt investment.

Friends & Family | April 2017

$125K

Family & friends contributed $125K on a
convertible note IN EARLY 2017.

Seed Round | October 2017
We reached a strategic deal with a fly-products
factory owner, from which we received cash and
a 10% stake in the factory.

$250K

SUCCESS & GROWTH
HIGHLIGHTS

$3.3MM
180K+
110%
180K+

LIFETIME SALES
IN 2017, we did $1.3MM in sales. We’re
forecasting just under $2MM in 2018 with
the addition of our rod/reel business.
SHIPMENTS MADE
We’ve made more than 180,000 shipments to
25,000+ customers. In 2017 we made 70,000
shipments, and project to nearly double in
2018.
YoY QUARTERLY GROWTH
14 consecutive quarters of at least 110% year
over year quarterly growth.

SOCIAL FOLLOWING
We have one of the largest, most loyal
followings in the industry. Some of Our
fans have tattoos of our logos - not a joke

$180,000
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Monthly Revenue

$135,000

$90,000

$45,000

$0
Dec-13

4/1/16

Aug-18
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POSTFLY METRICS &
CUSTOMER HIGHLIGHTS

$13.50
$200
6800
94%

AVG. BLENDED ACQUISITION COST

We’ve had success with FB and Adwords
finding and converting customers.
AVERAGE REVENUE PER USER

With 53% GM we’ve been able to re-invest
into our customers and growing the
business.
ACTIVE SUBSCRIPTIONS

We’ve doubled our active customer base
last year and continue to grow around
4%/month.
MONTHLY RETENTION

We’ve implemented several measures to
keep our customers happy (any paying ;) )
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FLY FISHING IN THE US
POSTFLY STATES OF AMERICA

4.5MM+
40%
29
50

FLY ANGLERS ON THE RISE
More Americans, especially those under 40, are
seeking activities that keep them in touch with
the outdoors
LADIES GAME
WOMEN ACCOUNT FOR 40% OF ALL NEWCOMERS TO
THE SPORT, AND FLY FISHING IS BECOMING ONE OF THE
MOST POPULAR OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES FOR WOMEN.
AVG. AGE OF OUR CUSTOMER
By leveraging our demographic’s buying
behaviors, we’re drawing in a young, tech savvy
group of customers, the most sought after
group in the industry
NUMBER OF STATES
That offer incredible fly fishing opportunities
in the USA, and our customers inhabit every one
of them.

We Are Everywhere

Fly Fishing Industry Sectors ($815MM)

Market Opportunity

$500MM+
Consumable Products
We’ve identified several segments within the $815MM fly fishing market that
we believe we can serve using our existing subscription box model: Flies, Fly
Lines, Fly Tying Materials, Leaders & Tippets, Apparel & Other (Tools &
Accessories). Together, these segments represent $361MM in annual sales,
of which we are confident we can capture 7%+ (or $25MM) within 3 years.

Durables (Rods/Reels)
With our recent launch of the Wade Rod co, we have a clear growth path in
the hard goods space: fly rods, reels and rod/reel combo segments which
represent an additional 19% ($155MM). Our unique, quality & value-driven
approach has had initial success, and we are looking to grow quickly in this
area.

Flies
Other
Destination Travel
Fly Rods

Fly Lines
Outfitting, Local Guide Services
Educational Classes
Gifts, Books & DVDs

Other
Apparel 4%
10%
Leaders & Tippets
5%

16%
3%
6%

Fly Tying Materials
8%

3%
3%
3%
3%

Fly Lines
5%
Flies
13%

Fly Tying Materials
Packs, Bags & Vests
Eyewear
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1%
Fly Reels
Fly Rods
6%
9%
Fly Rod & Reel Combos
4%

Leaders & Tippets
Waders & Boots
Fly Reels

Apparel
Watercraft & Accessories
Fly Rod & Reel Combos
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The Plan
It starts with something very simple: Give our customers EXACTLY what they want.
Without the need for distributors, wholesalers and retailers in between us and our
customers, its easy to communicate. They tell us what they want and how they want it,
and we build products and a company that serves them directly.
We need capital to produce high-quality fishing products that we can sell to our everexpanding base of customers for a better price than they’d find anywhere else. Here’s
how we’ll do it:

1. New Customer Acquisition Channels
Continued marketing to our target demographic to expand “The Tribe” and grow
our subscription business and brand following. We’ll also spend more energy
building a tangible, off-line community for our customers to be a part of, through
events, gatherings, trips, and sponsorships.

2. Expand eCommerce Business
Add high margin and/or consumable Postfly-brand products to our mix that exude
our mantra of high-quality gear at an affordable price. We’ve created a unique and
compelling way to purchase rods/reels that has taken the industry by storm.

3. Open New Product Verticals
There’s a lot for us to gain within fly fishing, but the opportunity in the broader
$45B recreational fishing market is boundless. We’ve strategically selected
several industry segments where we’re confident our model will succeed.
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1. New Acquisition Channels
We’re doubling down on what has worked: engaging customers through social media and content, as well as investing in rich, long form storytelling
content (a la Yeti, Costa Sunglasses, and Patagonia)
An enhanced focus on SEO/SEM will draw customers into our expanded eCommerce offerings and offer opportunities for cross and up selling into
subscriptions (i.e. www.Barkbox.com)
The Point of the Spear:
Professional Fishing Guides

Offline Events &
Community Engagement

Fishing guides are the gatekeepers
of the sport. By partnering with
them, we’ve created a network of
foot soldiers ready and willing to
promote Postfly to their
customers.

Fishing is an inherently social
activity. We are tapping into its
social DNA to create a large offline community through our
nationwide ambassador team,
educational events, meet-ups,
and other community
engagement activities

We recently acquired
guidehire.com to further leverage
these relationships.
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2. Expanded eCommerce Business
Complimentary Product Lines

Durable Goods

Apparel & Logo Wear

Postfly brand Fly line, tippet/leader, floatant
products, tying materials, tools, flyboxes that
can be added to a box, purchased online or in our
retail location.

We’ve created an exciting way for consumers to
purchase top-end fly rods and reels at entry
level to mid-market prices.

Expand our line of hats, tees, bags & technical
gear. As an outdoor lifestyle brand, we’re aiming
to have 20% of revenues come from apparel.
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Private Labeled Products
Stream Side Accessories
Postfly brand Fly line, tippet/leader, floatant
products, tying materials, tools, flyboxes that
can be added to a box, or purchased online.
Fly Tying Tools
Our tying kit business has opened up several
opportunities to private label and sell a range
of high quality fly tying tools to sell into our
customer base.
Fly Tying Materials
Our recent partnership with a Thailand
manufacturing facility enables us produce
and package a wide range of fly-tying
materials for distribution into the $80mm
materials market.
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The Industry’s Only Gear Subscription
Quality fly rods built and designed for today’s angler, at a fraction of the
cost of the competition. For as little as $49/mo, our customers receive a new
rod and make 6 payments over 6 months. The subscription gives them access
to other members-only benefits like an extended warranty program and free
demos of other rods.
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WADE ROD CO. INITIAL RESULTS (LAUNCHED 9/1/2017)

80%

GROSS MARGIN

90%

RODS ON SUBSCRIPTION

$12K
95%

We have proven that we can manufacture high quality rods and sell them for 40-50% less than the
competition - and Still have margins of 80%

9/10 of rods sold are purchased on the 6 month subscription program. Our subscription program is 20% more
expensive than the one-time purchase option, but more convenient for the customer with monthly payments.
MRR
Wade has quickly added MRR to our top line with little to no CAC or HELD inventory. We’re adding 8 new
rod models for spring ’19 and expect to generate $40K MRR by April.
CAPTURED PAYMENTS
We’ve HAD VERY FEW ISSUES CAPTURING SUBSCRIPTION PAYMENTS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS THAT OPT FOR THE
SUBSCRIPTION PROGRAM.
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Quality fly reels built and designed for today’s angler, at a fraction of the cost
of the competition.
Pelican is launching in Nov 2018 with one sealed drag model in several different
sizes to cover a multitude of fishing scenarios.
Reels will be available for one-time purchase online, bundled as an add-on with
a Wade Rod Co product, and as a subscription option (for an additional fee), in
the same fashion as our Wade Rod.
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3. New Verticals
Our growth strategy is to replicate our subscription business in several additional segments of the fishing market. Inshore fishing and offshore fishing alone combine to 4X the
market size of fly fishing (~$4B) … and this doesn’t include the $35B+ bass fishing market, which has several successful subscription box players. We have the resources and
expertise to be able to successfully enter several fishing segments with the same strategies that have made postfly a success in the fly fishing market.
Inshore Saltwater Fishing
High Customer Cross-over
Rod/Reel Cross over opportunity
Consumable Tackle Products
Passionate Northeast Customer Base

Offshore Fishing
High Barrier to Entry/Customer Loyalty
Higher ASP/Margin
Same Basic Tech/Materials In much of the tackle
as Fly Fishing, leverage existing manufacturing
relationships
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Pelican Reels
Icefish Box

27,000,000

7,875,000

24,000,000

6,750,000

21,000,000
18,000,000

5,625,000

15,000,001

4,500,000

12,000,001

3,375,000

9,000,001

2,250,000

6,000,001

1,125,000

22
20

21
20

20
20

20

19

3,000,001
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Our strategy will increase our brand reach, subscription
customer base and customer LTV simultaneously, and
enable go from about $2MM in sales in 2018 to about $5MM
in 2019.

Wade Rods
Offshore Box

9,000,000
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In 2019 we will begin piloting our gear kiosk concept,
which is a massive opportunity for wade rods and pelican
reels. These self-serve, tech enabled kiosks can be placed
in retail or other high -traffic environments where the
staff wont need to have any expertise about the products,
and the customers can discover and purchase the
product on their own.

Postfly
Inshore Box

30,000,000

Total Revenue

2018 is shaping up to be an incredible year of growth for
Postfly. With the roll out of our Guide Program, expanded
eCommerce offerings and offline engagement/events
we’ll be expanding our online and offline reach and
welcoming more passionate anglers into the Recur
Outdoors Tribe.

Total Revenue
GuideHire

Revenue by Brand

5 Year Outlook

*These are predictions and cannot be guaranteed.
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EXIT OPPORTUNITIES
Our goal is to focus on growth, hit our goals and seek an exit in 3-5 years.
BASS PRO SHOPS

Bass Pro Shops, the leading B&M
retailer in the outdoor industry has
more than 160 immersive stores
throughout the US and recently
completed a $5B acquisition of their
largest competitor, Cabela’s.
PURE FISHING

Pure Fishing is a global family of
fishing brands, committed to
innovating and delivering the best
possible experience to their angler
customers.

TACKLE DIRECT

Founded in 1997, Tackle Direct is a leading commerce fishing tackle business,
with estimated revenues of $50MM, SERVICING ALMOST EVERY SEGMENT OF THE
RECREATIONAL FISHING MARKET.
THE ORVIS COMPANY

Orvis, the oldest and most widely recognized brand in fly fishing,
manufactures, distributes and sells a wide range of fly fishing products,
apparel and accessories. Orvis has acquired SEVERAL companies in the fly
fishing segment over the past 2 decades AS THEY TRY TO REMAIN RELEVANT TO THE
YOUNG ANGLERS ENTERING THE SPORT.

(AKA MYSTERY TACKLE BOX)

MTB is the leading subscription box in the recreational bass fishing market, with
80,000 subscribers and an estimated $20MM revenue in 2017. Catch Co also designs
and sells a number of private labeled fishing tackle products THROUGH THEIR SITE.

Team Postfly

Joe St. Germain
CFO & Accounting
Company Launch Partners was birthed out of a desire to provide
strong, hands-on financial management to startups and emerging
growth companies. Born out of the conviction that an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure, what we offer is a response to
the common perception among entrepreneurs that they cannot
afford to hire a CFO, yet cannot afford to be without one. The
Sam
Bourneuf
formation of this company is the result of a love affair with the
CFO
startup community and small
to mid size businesses. It is the result
of customer feedback, competitive research, reading, long silent
walks and sleepless nights.

Rick Berry
Advisor

Rick Berry founded
Demandforce, a
marketing and
automation SaaS for
small service businesses.
In 2012, Berry sold the
company to Intuit for
$423.5MM, one of the
largest acquisitions in
Intuit’s history. Rick now
dedicates his time to
advising and coaching
entrepreneurs.

Maciej “Mach” Labinski is an MBA-educated finance
professional with 12 years of experience in
Corporate America with a passion for graphic
design, web development, photography, and
building businesses from the ground up. He
administers all in-house design & development
projects, brand voice, product design, and assists
in overall company strategy.

Brian Runnals
Founder & President
“I'm addicted to the challenges and ever-changing
land scape of the startup environment. Before
starting Postfly, I spent about 10 years in sales and
business development roles for a few tech
startups in US, learning both the right and wrong
ways to grow a company. The highlight of my career
was my 4 years at Demandforce, which resulted in
$423.5MM exit to Intuit in 2012. Postfly was born in
my basement out of the frustration of being an
‘urban angler’ and not having easy ways to get the
gear I needed - a frustration shared by many of our
customers.” - Brian Runnals

“Mach” Labinski
Co-founder &
Head of Design
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“I could talk fishing all day, I’m
blessed to have that be my job! I went
from cold calling alums to donate to
their alma mater to helping our tribe
get everything they need out of their
subscriptions with us. “
-Lucas Kaplan

“I fish and I know things. Spend my
days creating content and fishing
for customers. Did I mention I
fish?”
-Dan “Zaz” Zazworsky

Lucas Kaplan
Customer Success Manager

Pete Bernaby
Fulfillment Manager

“It’s like I have 7000
children. That all get
Christmas gifts. Every
month. Forever! For
real though The only
thing I enjoy more than
fishing is helping
others land theirs. If
I’m not at Postfly
stoking up the Tribe
you’ll find me on the
water chasing
anything with gills.” Pete Bernaby

Dan Zazworsky
Marketing Manager

Wizard of logistics. Master of operational
fortitude. Sayer of Michael Scott quotes.
Moonlighting as Coach of Salem State University
Hockey.
“Knocking down challenges everyday is my
specialty. Late Inventory, busted logistics, broken
tech, vendor issues? you name it. I can fix it.”
“I guess the attitude that I've tried to create here
is that I'm a friend first and a boss second and
probably an entertainer third.”
-Michael Scott
-Greg HAnsen

Greg Hansen
Director of Operations
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Your investment will help us build the most exciting
outdoor brands on the planet. Thank you!
For more information, contact Brian Runnals brunnals@recuroutdoors.com or 978-766-8011

